Abstract: This paper designs a bidding and supplier evaluation model focused on strategic product procurement, and develops their respective evaluation knowledge bases. The model is built using the most relevant variables cited in the reviewed procurement literature and allows to compare two evaluation methods: a factor weighting method (WM) and a fuzzy inference system (FIS). By consulting an expert panel and using a two-tuples symbolic translation system, strong fuzzy partitions for all model variables are built. The method, based on central symmetry, permits to obtain the fuzzy label borders from their cores, which have been previously agreed among experts. The system also allows to agree the fuzzy rules to embed in the FIS. The results show the FIS method's superiority as it allows to better manage the non-linear behavior and the uncertainty inherent to the supplier evaluation process.
Introduction
In recent years, researchers and practitioners have intensified their studies on suppliers' selection and evaluation (SSE), as those are complex and fundamental processes to achieve flexible and efficient supply chains [1] . These processes are crucial among others, to face the growth of outsourcing [2] , to facilitate the maintenance of long-term collaboration and to reduce the number of reliable suppliers who work with [3] . The SSE is perceived as a key strategic element in the actual global economy [2] due to factors such as: (a) the intensification of such globalization, (b) the product life cycle shortening and the increase of the relative cost of outsourced materials, (c) the risk and uncertainty associated with the rapid changes of the market and customer preferences, which force companies to focus on key activities to be more competitive, (d) the need to obtain and maintain competitive advantages and, (e) the intensive use of the internet in purchases [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Thus, to make appropriate decisions about SSE has come to play a key role in business management.
The SSE process seeks to review, evaluate and choose the appropriate suppliers that should be part of the company supply chain [9] . Those should be able to supply the requested products/services in the appropriate quantities, prices and deadlines [10] .
The vast majority of the recent relevant consulted literature conceives the SSE as a multi-attribute decision problem (MADM), where a trade-off between various conflicting criteria (qualitative and quantitative) should be achieved among different solution alternatives [11] . In addition, the fuzzy sets theory has proven to be an important and powerful tool to consider the risks and uncertainties associated with certain qualitative variables in the EES models e.g., the vague nature of the human judgments' description inherent to the assessment [1, 2, 7, 12] . Thus, "fuzzy" versions of these MADM tools have proliferated, both in their single and hybrid applications [7, 13, 14] . On the other hand, the SSE models proposed in recent years tend to incorporate green, sustainable, and strategy-related factors, although they are still in an early stage of research cycle [15] .
In any case, many of the SSE models are characterized by several shortcomings: (a) the lack of a desirable standardization in the terminology used, both to identify the stages of the selection process and to define and measure the number of key variables to be considered in the models; (b) the difficulty for jointly assessing historical and new suppliers [16] ; (c) the difficulty to manage the uncertainty inherent to the definition of the variables and the evaluation rules of the models-especially when such definition should be reached by agreeing on the knowledge of several experts-or the uncertainty inherent to various risks present in many supply chains [17] [18] [19] [20] ; (d) the absence of clear criteria which to evaluate vendor offerings with, based on the product characteristics.
Thus, the aim of this paper is to design an SSE model, which simultaneously addresses the previous shortcomings. To this end, we propose a fuzzy inference system (FIS) for suppliers' evaluation in the context of strategic products. This system reaches an agreement on both the partitions of the fuzzy variables involved in the FIS and their evaluation rules from the knowledge of several experts. Then, the proposed system is compared to a classic weighting factors method (weighted point-model) showing a clear superiority in its performance.
The paper is distributed into five sections. In Section 2, a review of the literature allows both to standardize the used vocabulary and identify the factors and methodologies most frequently employed in supplier evaluation. Section 3 shows the proposal of an evaluation model, explaining its operational performance, defining the factors with influence on the bid evaluation and specifying the criteria usually adopted to buy strategic products. In Section 4 two evaluation techniques are applied to the model and the results analyzed from an illustrative case study. Finally, the conclusions of the papers are presented.
Literature Review
In this section, a revision is made about concepts and relevant methodologies and factors used in the SSE.
Terminology Matters
Two broad approaches are distinguished in the SSE spectrum [21] : the single approach, seeking a single vendor that meets all the requirements of the buyer; and the multiple approach, where a single vendor may not satisfy all the needs of the buyer, who is then impelled to distribute the purchase among several suppliers.
Regardless of the approach, there is quite a lot of confusion regarding both the denomination and boundaries used to refer to each of the purchasing process stages. Part of that confusion stems from some authors not defining the evaluation and selection phases, the two main and subsequent stages, in a concise manner [22] . Some others, put more emphasis on the "frequency" of evaluation [23] . There are some others who conceive the evaluation embedded within the selection, instead of that which is not [24] [25] [26] [27] . A few authors have introduced the term "ranking" with a similar meaning [28] and there are even those who add a supplier segmentation stage, for categorizing the vendors after the selection process, so that different strategies can be adopted in each of the resulting segments, in the purchasing process [29] .
Recently, several authors have pointed out the need to pay more attention to a fourth stage, the pre-qualification, according to which suppliers are classified as "approved". This stage allows to reduce the initial set of qualified suppliers on which to perform the subsequent selection [2, 30] . In addition, a good pre-selection will result in more efficient final selections and in the establishment of more stable and lasting future relationships [31] .
In this paper, the original evaluation proposal from Dickson [32] is chosen, differentiating between two types of evaluation. The initial evaluation, (hereinafter "a-priori" evaluation), will be applied on new suppliers in order to classify them as "approved" and establish commercial relationships with them provided that they comply with the company's purchase requirements. The second type of evaluation, called "a-posteriori", rounds off the a-priori evaluation by providing the supplier's behavior analysis during the commercial relationship along time [33] . Regarding supplier selection, both evaluations should be jointly considered with the bid analysis, in order to obtain the most suitable supplier for a particular purchase. All these phases would configure the so-called "purchasing process" (see Figure 1 ). supplier's behavior analysis during the commercial relationship along time [33] . Regarding supplier selection, both evaluations should be jointly considered with the bid analysis, in order to obtain the most suitable supplier for a particular purchase. All these phases would configure the so-called "purchasing process" (see Figure 1 ).
Figure 1.
Steps in the purchasing process.
Main Methodologies and Factors Used in SSE Models
Several MADM techniques have been proposed for the SSE problem: analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [34] [35] [36] , analytic network process (ANP) [34] , complex proportional assessment (COPRAS) [36] [37] [38] , data envelopment analysis (DEA) [36, [39] [40] [41] , elimination et choix traduisant la realité (ELECTRE) [42, 43] , preference ranking organization method for enrichment of evaluations (PROMETHEE) [44] , technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , visekriterijumska optimizacija i kompromisno resenje (VIKOR) [50, 51] , decision-making trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) [52, 53] , multi-objective optimisation by ratio analysis (MOORA) [54] , case based reasoning (CBR) [55] , fuzzy inference systems [56, 57] , genetic algorithm (GA) [58] , mathematical and goal programming (MP) [59] , simple multi-attribute rating technique (SMART) [60] , and their hybrids, among others. In those MADM techniques, the supplier qualification is set according to the valuation given to different relevant factors (qualitative and quantitative) in the evaluation process. On many occasions, fuzzy versions of these MADM methods have been developed to manage the uncertainty and subjective nature of some of the qualitative factors to rate more efficiently [1, 35, 61, 62] .
Several review papers tackle general SSE models in the related literature [1, [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] . More recent reviews [68] [69] [70] [71] have put their focus on "green" and "sustainability" issues of the SSE problem. Bibliography related to all the factors and techniques mentioned in those reviews is not replicated here; readers are referred to those reviews instead.
The most current collection of factors susceptible to be incorporated in SSE general models, excluding additional green/sustainable factors, which are still in an early stage of research cycle [15] are the ones shown in the review of Ho et al. [66] and summarized in Table 1 .
The attributes considered in our proposal are those listed in the last column of Table 1 . As far as research on methodologies applicable to this problem is concerned, much progress has been made. The models' construction heads to minimize purchase risks, increasing the global value for buyers and consolidating sustainable relationships over time [31] . Table 2 shows the five most commonly used methods (both pure and hybrid) according to the collections of [66] and the most recent of [1] . Although papers selected from both reviews are not based on an identical structure (period of time analyzed, papers-books-conferences, databases used), note that the hybrid techniques are the most frequently used: DEA, AHP and TOPSIS techniques, including their fuzzy versions, are the ones that stand out. 
The attributes considered in our proposal are those listed in the last column of Table 1 . As far as research on methodologies applicable to this problem is concerned, much progress has been made. The models' construction heads to minimize purchase risks, increasing the global value for buyers and consolidating sustainable relationships over time [31] . Table 2 shows the five most commonly used methods (both pure and hybrid) according to the collections of [66] and the most recent of [1] . Although papers selected from both reviews are not based on an identical structure (period of time analyzed, papers-books-conferences, databases used), note that the hybrid techniques are the most frequently used: DEA, AHP and TOPSIS techniques, including their fuzzy versions, are the ones that stand out. Researchers applying these methods in the SSE field highlight its soundness in terms of efficiency, flexibility and robustness. However, several authors also point out some deficiencies [7] . As regards DEA, entry criteria tend to be confused with output criteria (e.g., cost and price) and inconsistency problems may arise when qualitative criteria are subjectively assessed. Concerning AHP, problems of consistency may also arise when dealing with a large number of criteria; in addition, achieving high levels of consistency can be time consuming. Moreover, most of these techniques in SSE context could be difficult to implement in companies because the academic background of purchasing officers is better suited to the area of business administration than to computer science.
Based on the foregoing, our proposed SSE model will incorporate the factors shown in the right column of the Table 1 . With regard to the qualification methodology, fuzzy inference systems (FIS) have been chosen based on several motives. First, FIS guarantee more intuitive operability than hybrid techniques, since these systems are built from natural language which fits better with the typical profile of a purchasing manager. Second, FIS allow mitigating certain disadvantages associated to traditional and more simplistic valuation techniques (e.g., weighted point model), as will be shown later in this paper. Third, FIS make it more intuitive the inclusion of consensual knowledge bases in the evaluation process (e.g., by means of a two-tuples method) improving its interpretation and allowing to incorporate the vagueness related to some qualitative factors considered in the SSE model.
Supplier Evaluation Model for Strategic Products Purchasing
The measurement of some variables incorporated in SSE models may depend on the evaluator's experience and subjectivity and the type of product to be purchased. Therefore, it is convenient to design objective and systematic evaluation models that minimize the halo effect [72] , which is common in supplier evaluations and purchase assignments [73] .
Figure 2 depicts our SSE model proposal. Based on the evaluation of the offers, two different evaluations are proposed for new or historical suppliers. The bid evaluation knowledge will follow different criteria depending on the type of product being purchased (in this paper, the one related to strategic products, according to the Kraljic's typologies [74] [75] [76] ).
In the figure, the subsystem on the left evaluates a bid as a function of three factors: the product requirements, the price offered and the delivery conditions. The subsystems on the right assess new (top) or historical (bottom) suppliers based on the bid valuation and their original/historical qualifications. To obtain the original/historical ratings (a priori and a posteriori), we have followed the model proposed in [77] ; for the evaluation of suppliers in commodity-type products, we have followed the model developed in [78] . This way, a global ranking to make the final selection can be established. In the figure, the subsystem on the left evaluates a bid as a function of three factors: the product requirements, the price offered and the delivery conditions. The subsystems on the right assess new (top) or historical (bottom) suppliers based on the bid valuation and their original/historical qualifications. To obtain the original/historical ratings (a priori and a posteriori), we have followed the model proposed in [77] ; for the evaluation of suppliers in commodity-type products, we have followed the model developed in [78] . This way, a global ranking to make the final selection can be established. The indicators to evaluate the bids are detailed in Table 3 and those of the final evaluation in Table 4 .
The proposed subsystems may use different methodologies to infer their evaluation (in this case, as detailed in Section 4, we have opted for a classical factor weighting method and a fuzzy inference system). Then, by concatenating the partial evaluations according to the model, the final ratings will be obtained and a supplier ranking can be established. The indicators to evaluate the bids are detailed in Table 3 and those of the final evaluation in Table 4 . The proposed subsystems may use different methodologies to infer their evaluation (in this case, as detailed in Section 4, we have opted for a classical factor weighting method and a fuzzy inference system). Then, by concatenating the partial evaluations according to the model, the final ratings will be obtained and a supplier ranking can be established. 
Knowledge about Strategic Product Bid Evaluation
When time arrives to evaluate the bids, it is crucial to take into account the type of product being purchased since the supplier relevant attributes for the decision to be made will vary depending on the criticality of the article. In this paper, Kraljic matrix typology has been selected for being one of the most effective ways to deliver accurate supplier segmentation [59] . Kraljic argued that supply items should be mapped against two key dimensions, supply risk and profit impact, which put together yield a classic two-by-two matrix with four distinct product categories: strategic (1), bottlenecks (2), leverage (3) and general or non-critical (4) see Figure 3 . 
When time arrives to evaluate the bids, it is crucial to take into account the type of product being purchased since the supplier relevant attributes for the decision to be made will vary depending on the criticality of the article. In this paper, Kraljic matrix typology has been selected for being one of the most effective ways to deliver accurate supplier segmentation [59] . Kraljic argued that supply items should be mapped against two key dimensions, supply risk and profit impact, which put together yield a classic two-by-two matrix with four distinct product categories: strategic (1), bottlenecks (2), leverage (3) and general or non-critical (4) see Figure 3 . Attending only to the vulnerability to the supplier's disappearance, two different groups can be distinguished: (Group A) formed by strategic products and bottlenecks, and (Group B) formed by leverage and non-critical products. Therefore, when the need arises, purchasing of Group A products involves a high likelihood for an unexpected event in the supply chains to disrupt operations, while Group B ones usually have low risks associated. In our study, a brief Delphi study was carried out [62, 63] in order to identify the most significant award criteria for strategic products type. The study's participants were selected from a list of purchasing officers of industrial firms in the Principality of Asturias (Spain).
Interviewed companies deemed supply risk as the primary decision factor for strategic products and bottlenecks. Therefore, establishing long-term collaboration agreements with suppliers is essential to eliminate or reduce such risk and ensure product availability when needed. The study also shows "Delivery" followed by "Product" and finally "Price" as the most significant variables in scoring the bid. Additionally, it should be noted that almost all awards are made to historical suppliers. Consequently, greater emphasis must be given to the "a posteriori" evaluation, prioritizing the allocation of purchases to historical suppliers (except when their behavior does not exceed a minimum threshold set by the company itself). The study has also revealed that some of the surveyed Attending only to the vulnerability to the supplier's disappearance, two different groups can be distinguished: (Group A) formed by strategic products and bottlenecks, and (Group B) formed by leverage and non-critical products. Therefore, when the need arises, purchasing of Group A products involves a high likelihood for an unexpected event in the supply chains to disrupt operations, while Group B ones usually have low risks associated. In our study, a brief Delphi study was carried out [62, 63] in order to identify the most significant award criteria for strategic products type. The study's participants were selected from a list of purchasing officers of industrial firms in the Principality of Asturias (Spain).
Interviewed companies deemed supply risk as the primary decision factor for strategic products and bottlenecks. Therefore, establishing long-term collaboration agreements with suppliers is essential to eliminate or reduce such risk and ensure product availability when needed. The study also shows "Delivery" followed by "Product" and finally "Price" as the most significant variables in scoring the bid. Additionally, it should be noted that almost all awards are made to historical suppliers. Consequently, greater emphasis must be given to the "a posteriori" evaluation, prioritizing the allocation of purchases to historical suppliers (except when their behavior does not exceed a minimum threshold set by the company itself). The study has also revealed that some of the surveyed companies requested "test orders" (requests for small amounts) to new suppliers in order to analyze their behavior, converting them into historical ones and having them in their portfolio.
Inference Methods Applied in the Evaluation Model
There is a wide variety of inference methodologies applicable in the context of SSE [1, 66] . Among them, we have chosen two, to show how our model works: A classic factor weighting method (easy to use, although with operational and conceptual drawbacks) and a fuzzy inference system (which allows to incorporate the uncertainty of valuation of certain factors, and brings substantial advantages).
Factor Weighting Method
A factor weighting method [79] , evaluates the output factor of a system as the weighted average of their input variables. Thus, once the input factors of each subsystem are assessed and their weights (Wi) defined, it is easy to find its final output rating by linear combination. Equations (1)- (3) show the valuations for the three subsystems of our proposed SSE model.
[
The mathematical structure of these formulas imposes a strong linear behavior in the output factors of all subsystems and it may prevent the penalty of an output factor even if a determinant input factor is poorly qualified. In our case, experts considered "Delivery" to be a decisive factor that must reach a minimum value in order to accept the bid. However, the weighting method could accept a bid with a poor value of "Delivery" whenever the rest of input variables compensate upwards such poor value. Moreover, this method forces input factor ranges to be measured in the same scale of the output factor. Thus, in our system, factor "Price" should be previously normalized (e.g., by an interpolation function) to the range [0,10] according to the values in Table 3 . In addition, the evaluation knowledge implicit in these formulas is much less intuitive than the one incorporated in other rule-base systems, so it is very difficult to conceptualize the supplier evaluation carried out through this method. All these disadvantages make the weighting method to be very rigid to evaluate bids and suppliers.
Furthermore, SSE problems tend to be complex in nature and insufficiently structured [80] and must often agree the assessments of their qualitative factors subject to uncertainty and ambiguity [81] . For this reason, fuzzy inference systems emerge as an opportunity to incorporate this feature and mitigate the aforementioned disadvantages of the previous method.
Fuzzy Inference System (FIS)
Fuzzy decision support systems (also called FIS) rely on the fuzzy sets theory [82] to process linguistic values (fuzzy numbers) in their input and output factors. To develop the inference, it is necessary to define the system knowledge base, deciding: (1) how to segregate the original domains of the system variables by using linguistic labels (fuzzy numbers), and (2) the conditional rule base that will govern the inference process, involving these variables and their assignable labels. A rule of this type could be:
where "Insuf", "Accep" and "Ideal" would be the assigned labels to the three input variables and "Med" the one assigned to the variable "Bid" in that specific rule. The inference process (in our case of Mamdani-type) is developed in five stages: fuzzification of crisp input values, application of logical operators in the antecedent of each rule, implication to the consequent of each rule, aggregation of the consequents of all the rules and defuzzification of the final aggregate [83] . A detailed explanation of this process can be accessed at http://www.mathworks.com/products/fuzzy-logic/.
In this paper, a panel of four experts, responsible for purchasing decisions of relevant industrial enterprises in the Principality of Asturias (Spain), collaborated with the research. The experts helped agree on both, the partitions of the fuzzy variables of the proposed model and the rule bases that allows to explain the potential assessments of all their constituent subsystems. Then, once consensus is reached on the definition of variables and the evaluation rules, the inference process can be triggered for any provider. The implementation was developed with the "Fuzzy" toolbox (v. To represent the semantic of the interior (extreme) labels of all domains, triangular (trapezoidal) fuzzy numbers (TFNs) were considered, since many authors consider them robust enough to linguistically express the ambiguous valuations given by the sources of information [85] . Regarding the design, strong fuzzy partitions were chosen [86] , as they prove to be optimal in terms of comprehensibility by satisfying important semantics constraints as distinguishability, normalization, coverage or overlapping [87] .
Core partitions were developed by a two-tuple fuzzy linguistic system, based on a symbolic translation. The system permits to manage a linguistic data as a pair of values (si, αi) where "si" is a linguistic term (from an original set "S" of linguistic terms) and "αi" is a numerical value assessed in [−0.5, 0.5) representing the symbolic translation. A detailed explanation of this model can be found in [88] .
Below is the procedure used to define the core partition of the variable Bid (5 labels).
(i) Definition of an ordered set {Si} of linguistic labels of preference (see Table 5 ).
(ii) Proposal of different core-width structures of the extreme fuzzy labels of the variable [Bid]: Very low "VL" and Very High "VH", around the values outlined in Table 3 for that variable (see Figure 5 ). (iii) Preference assessment {Si} from the experts for each proposed structure (see Table 6 ). (iv) In each structure, aggregate all the expert estimations (e.g., through the "Extended Arithmetic Mean (EAM)", taking as values the order of labels in the scale {Si} [87] . Example: EAM (Struc_1) = (0 × 0 + 1 × 2 + 2 × 2)/4 = 1.5). (v) By means of a symbolic translation process based on the interval [−0.5, 0.5), development of the 2-tuples related to each structure (each 2-tuple should identify the original preference label nearest to the calculated EAM and its closeness (to left or right) See Figure 4 . (vi) After identifying two-tuples of all structures, the one representing the highest preference according to their lexicographic order will be chosen as optimal (in this case, "Struc_1"). (vii) To obtain the cores of the internal fuzzy labels, an agreement should be reached on the value given by the experts, e.g., through modal value (mode). In this case, after revealing the cores of the external fuzzy labels, the following mode values were obtained: Low (L = 6), Medium (M = 7) and High (H = 8). Table 6 . Preference assessment from the experts in four proposed structures to define the cores of the partition.
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In a strong fuzzy partition -see Figure 6 -, two consecutive labels (i) and (j) given by their respective TFNs (a, b, c, d) and (a', b', c', d') overlap their borders at α = 0.5, so any crisp value in the overlapped zone intercept both borders at α* and (1-α*) levels respectively. In this manner, the opposite borders of each two consecutive labels can be determined by central symmetry being the symmetry center (SC) calculated as shown in Equation (4) .
Once the cores of two consecutive labels have been agreed [b, c] and [b', c'], the symmetrical points of c and b' with respect to SC will allow determining the support points d and a' respectively, as shown in Equations (4) and (5) . Thus, to get strong fuzzy partitions, it is enough to overlap the borders of two consecutive labels at the SC level. At this point, once the width-core structure was agreed by the above method, the semantic of each label can be developed by means of TFNs through a procedure based on central symmetry (taking into account the established criterion of achieving a strong fuzzy partition in each variable).
In a strong fuzzy partition (see Figure 6 ), two consecutive labels (i) and (j) given by their respective TFNs (a, b, c, d) and (a', b', c', d') overlap their borders at α = 0.5, so any crisp value in the overlapped zone intercept both borders at α* and (1-α*) levels respectively. In this manner, the opposite borders of each two consecutive labels can be determined by central symmetry being the symmetry center (SC) calculated as shown in Equation (4) .
Once the cores of two consecutive labels have been agreed [b, c] and [b', c'], the symmetrical points of c and b' with respect to SC will allow determining the support points d and a' respectively, as shown in Equations (4) and (5) . Thus, to get strong fuzzy partitions, it is enough to overlap the borders of two consecutive labels at the SC level. Following the same procedure, the rest of the partitions in the proposed model were obtained, as can be observed in Figure 8 . 
Knowledge Elicitation for Rule Bases
On the other hand, to agree on the output label of each rule, the same symbolic translation method can be applied. In this case, experts will choose their preference (from the original set established in Table 5) Table 7 shows the calculation of two-tuples in this case, where the label "M" is the one that obtained the highest degree of preference. It should be chosen as the output label of such rule. Following the same procedure, the rest of the partitions in the proposed model were obtained, as can be observed in Figure 8 . 
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On the other hand, to agree on the output label of each rule, the same symbolic translation method can be applied. In this case, experts will choose their preference (from the original set established in Table 5 Table 7 shows the calculation of two-tuples in this case, where the label "M" is the one that obtained the highest degree of preference. It should be chosen as the output label of such rule. Table 7 . Rating on linguistic preferences by experts in five alternative labels to define the output label of a rule. Tables 8 and 9 summarise the conditional rule bases defined in the above mentioned manner for all model subsystems. The highlighted cell in Table 8 Table 8 . Base of rules for evaluation of bids in strategic products.
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Eval_Pri or Eval_Post
The embedded knowledge to evaluate the bids should be modified accordingly to the purchasing product typology and will be solely taken into account in the appropriate rule base. In this manner, the fuzzy partition of the bid subsystem variables will remain unchanged whatever purchasing product typology. The knowledge modifications will come in the assigned label to the rule output for all evaluation rules, based on the strategic product typology and according to the agreed evaluation from the experts.
Performance of the FIS
The designed FIS helps mitigate some drawbacks detected in the weighting method (WM). Figure 8 illustrates how the factor "Delivery" has to exceed six points for a bid to be admissible-limitation not imposed in the WM. Similarly, the direct definition of fuzzy labels exempts from the normalization process, as can be seen in the factor "Price", straight defined in the interval [0,1].
Moreover, Tables 8 and 9 show the inference knowledge agreed by the experts to carry out the evaluation processes in the form of rule bases. This inserted knowledge about the bid subsystem allows giving priority to the factor "Delivery" followed by "Product" and "Price", according to the information given by the expert panel in subsection of Section 3. Therefore, the FIS knowledge is much more reliable and robust than the one offered by the WM.
On the other hand, the inference map of each subsystem, facilitates the behavior analysis of the output factor depending on any two input factors. By way of example, the difference between maps in Inference map of Figure 10 shows the supplier final evaluation. Three zones are distinguished: (1) the flat area on the left, concerns inadmissible suppliers (with bid rates below "5"); (2) the flat zone on the right, refers to problematic suppliers (with a good bid rate, but a poor original score, a priori or a posteriori evaluation below "6"); (3) the rest of the map is regarding adequate suppliers (with bid rates above "5", original scores greater than "6" and final evaluations greatly sensitive to increases in any of the input factors). This inference map also fits the suggested guidelines from the experts, denoting the evaluation congruence of the final evaluation FIS. Inference map of Figure 10 shows the supplier final evaluation. Three zones are distinguished: (1) the flat area on the left, concerns inadmissible suppliers (with bid rates below "5"); (2) the flat zone on the right, refers to problematic suppliers (with a good bid rate, but a poor original score, a priori or a posteriori evaluation below "6"); (3) the rest of the map is regarding adequate suppliers (with bid rates above "5", original scores greater than "6" and final evaluations greatly sensitive to increases in any of the input factors). This inference map also fits the suggested guidelines from the experts, denoting the evaluation congruence of the final evaluation FIS. Inference map of Figure 10 shows the supplier final evaluation. Three zones are distinguished: (1) the flat area on the left, concerns inadmissible suppliers (with bid rates below "5"); (2) the flat zone on the right, refers to problematic suppliers (with a good bid rate, but a poor original score, a priori or a posteriori evaluation below "6"); (3) the rest of the map is regarding adequate suppliers (with bid rates above "5", original scores greater than "6" and final evaluations greatly sensitive to increases in any of the input factors). This inference map also fits the suggested guidelines from the experts, denoting the evaluation congruence of the final evaluation FIS. 
Case Analysis Results and Discussion
Let us suppose ten suppliers (four new and six historical), whose evaluation results are shown in Table 10 , where the columns express:
(1)- (5) 
(1)- (5) Comparative results between the two proposed methods show significant divergences in many of the evaluated suppliers (highlighted in col (7) of Table 10 ). Table 11 illustrates the bid rates of the suppliers and the final chosen method that best adapts to reality according to strategic products purchasing criteria. Some of these supplier analyses are detailed below.
Supp.02: The bid value obtained by WM (7.4) is unjustifiably high, since neither [Delivery = 7.8] nor [Product = 7.5] reach the average level of acceptance "8", and the price is also unsatisfactory (0.54). However, the bid value obtained by FIS (4.8) is more in line with the reality of the values of the independent variables. For this reason, we cannot have confidence in the final evaluation given to the supplier using WM. Thus, the low final value obtained by the FIS "2.7" is consistent with both a consistent value of [BID] = 4.8 and the low value obtained in [Eval_Pri] = 6.13. "X": Lack of fit between the method score and reality in strategic products; "√": Good fit; "√√": Substantial improvement of supplier evaluation when using FIS.
Supp.04: The bid value obtained by WM (7.8) is quite high, which is partly consistent with the proper value of the main variable [Delivery = 9] but not too much with the second determining variable [Product = 7] . The bid value obtained by FIS (6.5) is slightly lower than the previous, which is in line with the proper value of [Delivery] and the no so good of [Product] . With this supplier, we Comparative results between the two proposed methods show significant divergences in many of the evaluated suppliers (highlighted in col (7) of Table 10 ). Table 11 illustrates the bid rates of the suppliers and the final chosen method that best adapts to reality according to strategic products purchasing criteria. Some of these supplier analyses are detailed below.
Supp.02: The bid value obtained by WM (7.4) is unjustifiably high, since neither [Delivery = 7.8] nor [Product = 7.5] reach the average level of acceptance "8", and the price is also unsatisfactory (0.54). However, the bid value obtained by FIS (4.8) is more in line with the reality of the values of the independent variables. For this reason, we cannot have confidence in the final evaluation given to the supplier using WM. Thus, the low final value obtained by the FIS "2.7" is consistent with both a consistent value of [BID] = 4.8 and the low value obtained in [Eval_Pri] = 6.13. (6.6) , decreases the final grade of the supplier with both methods (6.9 vs. 6.2). However, the value difference is the lowest among all analyzed vendors.
Supp.07/08/09: There are no substantial differences between bid qualifications by both methods, being always above an acceptable value of "6.5." However, for these three suppliers, the score of [Eval_post] is insufficient (less than six), influencing the low ratings of the FIS method in the final evaluation "5" (suppliers located on the right plateau of Figure 10 ). Table 7 summarizes the above analysis and shows how the FIS method provides a better adaptation to reality (seven out of ten suppliers showed a better fit as is shown in Table 11 ). In this example, the ideal supplier would be Supp05 followed by Supp04.
In this analysis, we also appreciate the advantages of the FIS versus the WM:
(i) FIS provides less linearity, penalizing suppliers (02) and (06) for their low "Delivery" rates and suppliers (07), (08) and (09) for not exceeding the lower limit value in "Eval_post". (ii) With FIS, it is not necessary to standardize the domain range of the factor "Price". (iii) The inserted knowledge in the bid subsystem rule-base concords with the features of strategic products given by experts (priority variable: "Delivery", followed by "Product" and lastly "Price"). Similarly, the agreed inserted knowledge in the final subsystem permits to adequately restrict the global valuation of strategic products suppliers, preventing their acceptance when "Bid" and "Eval_Pri"/"Eval_Post" factors present deficient ratings (see suppliers (03) and (07)/(08)/(09) in Tables 10 and 11) .
Finally, we have tested the two techniques on a broad set of supplier bids in order to generalize the results. The tests were performed combining low, medium and high levels of the three input factors, considering three replicas in each combination (27 × 3 = 81 cases). In more than 75% of the inferences, the FIS improved the WM due to its more restrictive character in the acceptance of suppliers of strategic products
Conclusions
A model for bid evaluation and supplier selection is presented. The factors included in the model were the most commonly cited in the SSE literature. The model is focused on the purchase of strategic products and allows the purchasing process to be systematized regardless of the subjective opinion of the purchasing process' lead.
The model performance has been appraised by two methods: a weighted-point method and a fuzzy inference system. While the weighting method stands out for being an easy-to-implement qualification system, it also entails some inconveniences, such as linear evaluations, necessary normalization of the variable ranges in each subsystem, being a less intuitive system for a comprehensive interpretation of the evaluation results or the difficulty of managing the uncertainty inherent to some qualitative model variables.
The proposed FIS allow us to incorporate the non-linear nature of SSE models and making them more reliable to represent real evaluations. It is also sensitive to certain nuances, which can be incorporated in some model factors; for instance, low values for the factor "delivery" should detract from the bid assessment since it is the determinant factor in the strategic product evaluation. On the other hand, the linguistic character of the FIS allows directly to assess certain variables in its natural range, without the need to previously normalize them (as in the case of the "Price" variable).
In addition, we have shown how a simple symbolic representation method based on two-tuples allows to set the appropriate consensus on the cores of the labels to be assigned to the variables of the SSE model. Once the cores are agreed on each factor and by applying the characteristics of central symmetry, borders of each two consecutive labels can be determined, building a fuzzy strong partition for that factor. The use of the mentioned two-tuples method also makes it easier to agree on the labels to assign to each evaluation rule. In this way, the proposed approach allows to consistently design the knowledge base of the supplier evaluation model.
Finally, note that the inference maps provided by the tool make it easier to understand the knowledge behind the decision. The results prove the superiority of the FIS method (against the WM) in terms of better adaptation to the reality in supplier evaluation systems for strategic products purchases.
Possible extensions of this work may target the use of intuitionistic fuzzy sets in the assessment process [61, 62] or the incorporation Z of approaches based on the game theory to the selection process [89] .
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